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Horseshoe Academy
Ever since you were a foal you’ve dreamed of the 
place. Horseshoe Academy: a magical school for 
horses. Full of mysterious books, exciting sports, 
and—hopefully—your new best friends.  

This fall you’ll finally get your chance to go there! But 
what if you don’t fit in with the herd? What if you’re 
not really magic?

The biggest challenge at 
Horseshoe Academy 
won’t be studying 
for arcane exams or 
defending your herd 
from monsters. It 
will be making sure 
everyone’s included.

What will you make of your 
Horseshoe Academy years? Will you resist the drama 
and gallop into friendships that last a lifetime? 
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Who Goes to Horseshoe Academy? 
You! And you! And all of us! We’re a whole herd. 

Imagine yourself in a cartoon land. A place where 
princesses roam the land defeating bad guys, druids 
solve mysteries in a shadowy forest (that’s only a little 
scary), and pretty much everything is magical. Yes, 
this is Awesome World, and its adventures will be 
yours to enjoy…just as soon as you graduate!

The semester is starting, and you’re a young horse 
from the western lands of Hippolonia who has left 
the beautiful green pastures of your home to attend 
boarding school at Horseshoe Academy. This castle-
like institute at the edge of the horse lands is the 
place to learn magic, make friends, and find your 
place in Awesome World. What you study is up to 
you, whether that’s spell casting, map making, show 
jumping, rodeo, basket weaving, woodworking, 
dressage, poetry, or anything else. And don’t forget: 
there’s sports, clubs, and extracurriculars too!



“I make a plan and study all the details.”

You sound like the STUDIOUS ONE.  
Grab yourself a d4 and write STUDIOUS 
ONE under ROLE and d4 under ROLL. 

“I bring toughness, agility, and speed.”

You sound like the ATHLETIC ONE.  
Grab yourself a d6 and write ATHLETIC ONE 

under ROLE and d6 under ROLL. 

“I cast spells and carry magic items.”

You sound like the MAGICAL ONE. 
Grab yourself a d8 and write MAGICAL 
ONE under ROLE and d8 under ROLL. 

“I call on my many friends and allies.”

You sound like the CHARMING ONE.  
Grab yourself a d10 and write CHARMING 
ONE under ROLE and d10 under ROLL. 
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Every Move falls into one of four categories:

HOMEWORK → For actions involving 
thinking, studying, perception, and 
generally using your horse sense. When 
you roll a HOMEWORK check, you succeed 
if the die shows a 2 or a 3. 

HOOVES → For galloping, showjumping, 
pulling, or otherwise using your 
considerable horsey strength and speed. 
When you roll a HOOVES check, you 
succeed if the die shows a 3, 4 or 5. 

HEX → For charms, curses, magical duels, 
potions, and general use of spells. When 
you roll a HEX check, you succeed if the 
die shows a 4, 5, 6, or 7.

HERD → For social interaction, asking for 
help, persuading others, and so on. When 
you roll a HERD check, you succeed if the 
die shows a 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.

You will roll your die after determining which kind of 
Move you’re trying to do. The success 
and failure numbers are listed in 
your Spiral Notebook, too!
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Ornate cat’s-eye glasses on a cord 
beaded with seashells and gems.
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Let’s Play!
The tension in a game of Horseshoe Academy comes 
from how and why you do things. It’s like acting in 
a school play or joining an improv comedy group—
describe what your character does in reaction to the 
scene. If you like, you can use a special voice to let 
the other players know you’re in character.

The Guide Mare (GM)
Usually, one player will take the role of the Guide 
Mare (GM)—this experienced horse knows the rules 
best, and referees and mediates the game. The GM 
also narrates the actions of the non-player characters 
(NPCs) and scenery. You can have one GM referee 
a whole episode, or players can take turns being the 
GM in different scenes. If your group is very familiar 
with roleplaying, you may not need a GM. Instead, 
everyone can take turns describing scenes, narrating 
their character’s actions, and voicing NPCs. If your 
group is less experienced, it’s usually best to have 
your most experienced player act as a dedicated GM. 
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During play, the Guide Mare (GM) will describe 
the scene, allowing players to react to and interact 
with what’s happening. When a player wants to do 
something that affects the larger world, the GM will 
decide what kind of Move that player is attempting: 
HOMEWORK, HOOVES, HEX, or HERD. Then the GM will 
ask that player to roll their die.

Rolling Dice
When it’s time to roll dice, players always roll their 
polyhedral die – d4, d6, d8, or d10; depending on the 
kind of character being played. When you roll your 
die, one of four things can happen: Crown: Triumph!, 
Key: Call to a Friend!, a Success, or a Failure.

Crown: Triumph!

If you roll the highest number on your die (your 
Crown) you have a spectacular triumph! The player 
gets to describe their awesome outcome, and how 
their Lineage was critical to achieving that outcome.




